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Thanks to its morphology, Italy is one of the most 
important and remarkable olive settlement of the 
world. 
Many varieties from different characteristics 
embellish the beautiful Italian landscapes. 
Across the Italian regions, from north to south, 
there is the 42% of the world’s olive biodiversity. 
An inestimable heritage that, together with the 
landscape has been defended and preserved until 
today thanks to the hard work of the olives 
growers. 
A real treasure to defend and appreciate through 
investments in high quality production. 
Thanks to the variety of aromas, flavors and health 
properties, evo oil turns into a precious partner to 
our wellbeing. 



.

Highlight the best extra 
virgin olive oils from all 

over the world, 
appreciating the 
biodiversity and 

advertising the hard work 
of the producers, 

challenging them aiming to 
an higher and higher 

quality levels. 

This is the scope of the international competition 

dedicated to the extra verging olive oil “Leone 

d’Oro dei Mastri Oleari “. 

An historical competition, that has now reached the 

27th edition, with a completely new look under the 

guidance of O’live & Italy. 

Oils coming from all over the world, will be grouped 

in two different sections: Italian and international, 

and divided in five categories; they will be carefully 

evaluated and tasted, in absolute transparency, 

from a panel of professional tasters, headed by 

Maria Paola Gabusi.



 
13th and 14th of APRIL 2018

Ten Panel Leaders internationally recognized and from 
a proven background, will sit together to decree the
winning oil among the 10 finalists from each category, 
pre selected from the O’live & Italy panel. An award that 

appreciate the 
excellence of
biodiversity. 

From a standpoint of seriousness and rigor, only one 
medal will be awarded, golden, silver and bronze.. 

Four different popular juries will award prizes for the best
oils in the following categories: Leone Kids, Leone Social, 
Best Packaging and Heroic Female Agriculture  
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The packaging of a product it is 
extremely important as it influences 
the very first impression of the 
consumer. 
A product is well packed when it is 
able to conquer, communicate and 
sell. 
Judges of this category called to taste 
the oils as well, a jury of designer, 
artists, photographers and creatives.

Six finalists from the light and 
medium intensity will be tasted by a 
popular jury made up of children on 
an elementary school. 
After a quick introduction to the oil 
tradition and a comparative taste 
between a commercial oil and a high 
quality one, they will be invited to 
taste the oils and fill in a satisfaction 
card. 



Passion must be shared! 
Even more when the strength of sharing 
manages to reach people far away from 
your environment. 
This is the role of the Social tasters, 
bring out of the professional 
environment experience and sensations 
of this special day dedicated to the olive 
culture and tasting techniques. Because 
we believe that taste, knowledge and 
excellence should have no borders. 

Strong women, passionate of their 
work that won’t give up due to natural 
conditions nor hard work. A life choice, 
a different approach to nature and 
land; and the desire to share. 
This is all behind this award for heroic 
female agriculture. An innovative 
award that looks forward to the future. 
                     Read the Stories

http://www.maripaqueendom.it/donne-eroiche


The award ceremony is a very important 
event.
For this reason, last year, we decided to 
let a selected group of producers, choose 
the most appropriate location, 
throughout an online survey.
The Garda lake, with its secular olive 
landscape, the headquarters of O’Live & 
Italy, has been chosen as the perfect 
setting for this ceremony.

. 
SATURDAY 12th MAY 2018 



THE LOCATION

Three buildings from 1200, 
surrendered by olives trees, 
unique fragrances and
colors. An infinite view to 
the horizon. 

A marvelous and unique 

location, is the

headquarters of O’Live 

Italy. An exclusive

locations as much as the 

event it will host.



http://www.maripaqueendom.it/


THE PROGRAM

ORE 10:30 FINAL Leone Social 

ORE 12:00 doors openig 

ORE 12:30 cold banquet, socializing time 

and music by the pool, enjoying the beauty 

of the olive grove and first toast with the 

producers. 

ORE 13:00-15:30 

“your oil through our stories” guided tasting 

of the participating oils and of the winning 

ones, 6 oils in open - panel. Pre booking 

mandatory, max 25 people. 

ORE 14:30 Wine tasting  

ORE 17:30 Award Ceremony 

ORE 19:00 Aperitif.Invitation to a sensory 

journey through the olive trees, tree 

hugging. 

ORE 20:00-24:00 Drinks, music, dances, 

gossip in the olive grove. 

H 5:30 pm
AWARD

CEREMONY !



https://www.facebook.com/OliveItaly.it/
https://www.instagram.com/oliveeitaly/
https://it.pinterest.com/maripa68/boards/


One of the most relevant news of this year’s edition, is with 

no doubt, the collaboration with Alnatura Germany, chain 

with over 100 shops across the country, and specialized in 

organic food and products. 

The agreement will bring a selected of organic and certified 

oils on the shelves of the shops; the oils will be selected 

among the winners and the finalists of our award. 

A great opportunity, that will allow even all big and small 

producers to get known  (and sell) at an international level. 

Another step towards the defense and the circulation of 

the biodiversity.  





max participants 200



Associazione O’Live & Italy 

V.Firenze,10 

25088 Toscolano Maderno (Bs) 

leone@oliveitaly.it

tel.+39 3478784699 

 

Maria Paola Gabusi 




